PRODUCT ID: FMF-121

DESCRIPTION: CABLESHIELD
Laminated Tapes Engineered for the Wire and Cable Industry...

CONSTRUCTION: 0.001” Aluminum Foil
0.002” Polyester Film
0.001” Aluminum Foil

APPLICATION: Shielding tape

PROPERTY	VALUE	TEST METHOD
Thickness: 0.004 inch +/- 10% ASTM-D-374

Color: Silver

Shelf Life: 1 year when stored under conditions of
70 degrees F. (21 degrees C.) and 50% R.H.

P/N 1924	Date 02/19/08

Physical and performance values and characteristics shown above are obtained through recommended test procedures. The above values do not represent a guarantee of product performance and are not intended for use in determining engineering specifications. Values represent nominal and average values; individual roll values may vary from average values indicated on the datasheet. User is responsible for determining suitability and fitness for use. User assumes all risk and liability whatsoever in connection therewith. Seller assumes no liability beyond the replacement value of material.